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“[This publication] is a dream come true for a translator translating a foreign document...
This book can be a powerful tool in solving the conundrums posed by the many 
abbreviations that litter legal documents.”

Albert Bork, ATA Chronicle, September 2000, page 72

The World Dictionary of Legal Abbreviations is the most comprehensive source for discovering the meaning 
of legal abbreviations worldwide, enabling researchers of foreign laws and legal literature to ascertain the 
meaning of various abbreviations and acronyms. 

Because most countries have no uniform system or standards for abbreviating legal terms, abbreviation 
development has been dependent upon the structure of the country’s language and legal system. In European 
legal systems, this may reflect the customary usage for several centuries. The result is frequently a mix of 
highly idiosyncratic jumbles of letters with little obvious meaning. Since the same abbreviation may also 
have more than one use, researchers may easily be led astray. As the world shrinks and the practice of 
law becomes even more “globalized,” it is important to be able to quickly locate the meaning of the many 
abbreviations researchers encounter. Published in loose-leaf format for ease in updating and supplementation, 
this unique reference work is invaluable to the foreign or international law scholar!
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Updates Include: 

2021: German Sections

2020: Australian/New Zealand Sections

2019: Chinese/Italian Sections

2018: South African Section

2016: South African Section

2015: Canada/French Sections

2014: UK/Commonwealth Sections

2013: Chinese/German/Japanese Sections

World Dictionary of Legal Abbreviations

This set includes the following countries:

• Australia
• Bulgaria
• Canada
• China

• France
• Germany
• Israel 
• India

• Italy
• Japan
• Korea
• Portugal

• Spain
• New Zealand
• United Kingdom
• And many more!

Additionally, the Dictionary covers a variety of languages and has also been expanded to include the following subject 
areas which many legal researchers encounter on a regular basis:

• Environment
• Maritime
• Military
• Taxation
• United Nations

Regular supplementation expands and updates the collection, continuing to provide the legal researcher and law library 
with the most valuable source for identifying legal abbreviations in foreign countries and languages. 


